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Rough South, Rural South Little, Brown
“Brilliant . . . Larry Brown has slapped his own fresh tattoo on the big right arm of Southern
Lit.” —The Washington Post Book World Now a major motion picture starring Nicolas Cage,
directed by David Gordon Green. Joe Ransom is a hard-drinking ex-con pushing fifty who
just won’t slow down--not in his pickup, not with a gun, and certainly not with women. Gary
Jones estimates his own age to be about fifteen. Born luckless, he is the son of a hopeless,
homeless wandering family, and he’s desperate for a way out. When their paths cross, Joe
offers him a chance just as his own chances have dwindled to almost nothing. Together
they follow a twisting map to redemption--or ruin.
A Long Walk to Water Penguin
Grit. Sticktuitiveness. Perseverance. Diligence. Whatever you
call it, kids in today's uncertain world need it more that
ever to overcome the inevitable challenges that life will
throw their way. Introducing Grit: A Kid's Anthology! This
bold, inspiring collection of stories introduces kids to real
people who faced real problems and who pushed their way
through. From inventors like Thomas Edison, who tried over
2,000 combinations to perfect the light bulb; to writers like
J.K. Rowling, who faced poverty and was rejected a dozen times
before someone published Harry Potter; to athletes like Jackie
Robinson, who endured the taunts of racist adversaries; the
heroes in Grit faced creative, physical, social, political,
and nearly every other kind of challenge. Bold, mixed-media
illustrations accompany each story in this vibrant, exciting
anthology!
How Children Succeed Simon and Schuster
Tim O’Connor is paid to be violent. He plays for the El Paso Storm in the West Texas
Hockey League. People call him Oak. He’s been an enforcer for longer than his hip or
shoulder or back have been able to hold together. He is a broken machine of gristle and
rage. And he has been away from home for too long. He’s called back to Boston by his
mother’s death. There he confronts a life he failed to live, a daughter he doesn’t know,
and a body that is quickly breaking down. Still, he can’t conceive of a future without
hockey, even as he chews oxycodone and Adderall to numb his injuries and steady his
brain. When a brutal encounter with the police places him in the path of Joan Linney, a
haunted public defender, and Kip, a boy with a brave face, Oak and his chance
companions roam cold streets from Castle Island to Quincy Point, struggling to believe in
a different future. In spare, potent language, Jeff W. Bens builds a remarkable character
from the skates up. The Mighty Oak is a visceral and emotional experience. The fact of
Oak’s physical existence is powerfully rendered, and the bone-deep transformation of his
character is one you will not soon forget.
The Weight of this World Skyhorse
Set against the backdrop of the historic flooding of the Mississippi River, The Tilted World is an
extraordinary tale of murder and moonshine, sandbagging and saboteurs, and a man and a woman who find
unexpected love, from Tom Franklin, the acclaimed author of the New York Times bestseller Crooked Letter,
Crooked Letter, and award-winning poet Beth Ann Fennelly The year is 1927. As rains swell the Mississippi,
the mighty river threatens to burst its banks and engulf everything in its path, including federal revenue agent
Ted Ingersoll and his partner, Ham Johnson. Arriving in the tiny hamlet of Hobnob, Mississippi, to
investigate the disappearance of two fellow agents who'd been on the trail of a local bootlegger, they are
astonished to find a baby boy abandoned in the middle of a crime scene. Ingersoll, an orphan raised by nuns,

is determined to find the infant a home, and his search leads him to Dixie Clay Holliver. A strong woman
married too young to a philandering charmer, Dixie Clay has lost a child to illness and is powerless to resist
this second chance at motherhood. From the moment they meet, Ingersoll and Dixie Clay are drawn to each
other. He has no idea that she's the best bootlegger in the county and may be connected to the agents'
disappearance. And while he seems kind and gentle, Dixie Clay knows full well that he is an enemy who can
never be trusted. When Ingersoll learns that a saboteur might be among them, planning a catastrophe along
the river that would wreak havoc in Hobnob, he knows that he and Dixie Clay will face challenges and
choices that they will be fortunate to survive. Written with extraordinary insight and tenderness, The Tilted
World is that rarest of creations, a story of seemingly ordinary people who find hope and deliverance where
they least expect it—in each other.
Joe eBookIt.com
South Dakota governor Kristi Noem tells her rough and tumble story of growing up on a ranch, and how a
blessed life of true grit taught her how to lead. “We don’t complain about things, Kristi. We fix them.” Taking
her father’s words to heart, South Dakota's first woman governor Kristi Noem shares heartfelt – and
heartbreaking – lessons on making things right in the world, from her childhood on a farm in the vastness of
rural America, to the marbled halls of Congress, to the national spotlight amid a global pandemic. From
humorous barnyard battles with feisty cattle and rodeo horses, to the tragic and untimely death of her larger-than-
life father, to her decision to her decision to return and run the farm and ranch with her family, Noem invites
readers into a life defined by work, faith, and helping others. Noem's reflections are offered in the familiar,
unvarnished voice of a woman who later defied Washington’s most powerful politicians and led the people of
her small, hardscrabble state through natural disasters, the pain of a global pandemic, and the fear and turmoil that
gripped the nation after. While filled with plenty of candid observations and refreshingly frank assessments of the
country's leading figures, the memoir's most powerful moments nevertheless come from honest glimpses into
marriage, motherhood, and leadership in an unpredictable time. Far from a book about politics, Not My First
Rodeo is the story of a life lived so far – with characters as richly textured as the Black Hills, and reflections as
gentle and powerful as America itself.
The Hairy Ones Shall Dance St. Martin's Press
Follows the story of football player Dominic Fucillo, a deeply religious athlete who struggles with
rage, a complicated love life, and devastating injuries that give way to scandal when he is nearly
beaten to death for his unethical nightlife activities.
The Fighter Simon and Schuster
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � More than one million copies sold! A “brilliant”
(Lupita Nyong’o, Time), “poignant” (Entertainment Weekly), “soul-nourishing” (USA
Today) memoir about coming of age during the twilight of apartheid “Noah’s childhood
stories are told with all the hilarity and intellect that characterizes his comedy, while illuminating a
dark and brutal period in South Africa’s history that must never be forgotten.”—Esquire
Winner of the Thurber Prize for American Humor and an NAACP Image Award � Named one
of the best books of the year by The New York Time, USA Today, San Francisco Chronicle,
NPR, Esquire, Newsday, and Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa
to the desk of The Daily Show began with a criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white
Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was punishable by five years in
prison. Living proof of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the earliest
years of his life, bound by the extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him
from a government that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of
South Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a grand adventure,
living openly and freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle. Born a
Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he
struggles to find himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of that
young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his
teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse
that would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories collected here are by turns hilarious,
dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during hard times,
being thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to survive the life-
and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious world with an incisive
wit and unflinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and searingly funny
portrait of a boy making his way through a damaged world in a dangerous time, armed only with
a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.

The Tilted World Algonquin Books
In this taut, chilling novel from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road, Lester Ballard—a
violent, dispossessed man falsely accused of rape—haunts the hill country of East Tennessee when he is released
from jail. While telling his story, Cormac McCarthy depicts the most sordid aspects of life with dignity, humor,
and characteristic lyrical brilliance. "Like the novelists he admires-Melville, Dostoyevsky, Faulkner-Cormac
McCarthy has created an imaginative oeuvre greater and deeper than any single book. Such writers wrestle with
the gods themselves." —Washington Post
Rough & Tumble Vintage
Esperanto is still alive. There are many books available and there are two million speakers worldwide. The
language still can solve the problems it was designed for, so we'd like to encourage as many people as possible to
learn this wonderful language. The language is extremely easy, but still very complete, and by learning Esperanto
you can also learn to understand other languages better and easier because Esperanto forms a solid base. It breaks
language barriers and it's a neutral language, not belonging to a nation, culture or religion.
The Mighty Oak Univ. Press of Mississippi
Adopted by a pair of diehard hippies, restless, marginal Jude Keffy-Horn spends much of his
youth getting high with his best friend, Teddy, in their bucolic and deeply numbing Vermont
town. But when Teddy dies of an overdose on the last day of 1987, Jude's relationship with drugs
and with his parents devolves to new extremes. Sent to live with his pot-dealing father in New
York City's East Village, Jude stumbles upon straight edge, an underground youth culture
powered by the paradoxical aggression of hardcore punk and a righteous intolerance for drugs,
meat, and sex. With Teddy's half brother, Johnny, and their new friend, Eliza, Jude tries to honor
Teddy's memory through his militantly clean lifestyle. But his addiction to straight edge has its
own dangerous consequences. While these teenagers battle to discover themselves, their parents
struggle with this new generation's radical reinterpretation of sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll and their
grown-up awareness of nature and nurture, brotherhood and loss. Moving back and forth
between Vermont and New York City, Ten Thousand Saints is an emphatically observed story of
a frayed tangle of family members brought painfully together by a death, then carried along in
anticipation of a new and unexpected life. With empathy and masterful skill, Eleanor Henderson
has conjured a rich portrait of the modern age and the struggles that unite and divide generations.
Grit Lit Soho Press
Bootlegger Rory Docherty has returned home to the fabled mountain of his childhood - a misty
wilderness that holds its secrets close and keeps the outside world at gunpoint. Slowed by a wooden leg
and haunted by memories of the Korean War, Rory runs bootleg whiskey for a powerful mountain clan
in a retro-fitted '40 Ford coupe. Between deliveries to roadhouses, brothels, and private clients, he lives
with his formidable grandmother, evades federal agents, and stokes the wrath of a rival runner.
Provinces of Night Blackstone Publishing
A short occult novel featuring werewolves by the acclaimed author of the Silver John series!
Keeper of the Moon Anchor
Daniel Cross Turner and William Wright’s anthology Hard Lines: Rough South Poetry centers
on the darker side of southern experience while presenting a remarkable array of poets from
diverse backgrounds in the American South. As tough-minded as they are high-minded, the sixty
contemporary poets and two hundred poems anthologized in Hard Lines enhance the powerful
genre of “Grit Lit.” The volume gathers the work of poets who have for some decades formed
the heart of southern poetry as well as that of emerging voices who will soon become significant
figures in southern literature. These poems sting our sensesinto awareness of a gritty world down
South: hard work, hard love, hard drinking, hard times; but they also explore the importance of
the land and rural experience, as well as race- , gender- , and class-based conflicts. Readers will
see, hear (for poetry is meant to ring in the ears), and feel (for poetry is meant to beat in the
blood); there is plenty of raucousness in this anthology.And yet the cultural conflicts that ignite
southern wildness are often depicted in a manner that is lyrical without becoming lugubrious,
mournful but not maudlin. Some of these poets are coming to terms with a visibly transforming
culture—a “roughness” in and of itself. Indeed many of these poets are helping to change the
definition of the South. The anthology also features biographical information on each poet in
addition to further reading suggestions and scholarly sources on contemporary poetry. Featured
Poets: Betty Adcock, David Bottoms, Kathryn Stripling Byer, James Dickey, Rodney Jones, Yusef
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Komunyakaa, Ron Rash, Dave Smith , Natasha Trethewey, Charles Wright, Fred Chappell, Kelly
Cherry, Allison Adelle Hedge Coke, Kate Daniels, Kwame Dawes, Claudia Emerson, Andrew
Hudgins, T. R. Hummer, Robert Morgan, Ellen Bryant Voigt, Dan Albergotti, Tarfia Faizullah,
Forrest Gander, Terrance Hayes, Judy Jordan, John Lane, Michael McFee, Paul Ruffin, Steve
Scafidi, Jake Adam York
The Bayou Trilogy Anchor
Representations of southern poor whites have long shifted between romanticization and demonization. At worst,
poor southern whites are aligned with racism, bigotry, and right-wing extremism, and, at best, regarded as the
passive victims of wider, socioeconomic policies. In Poverty Politics: Poor Whites in Contemporary Southern
Writing, author Sarah Robertson pushes beyond these stereotypes and explores the impact of neoliberalism and
welfare reform on depictions of poverty. Robertson examines representations of southern poor whites across
various types of literature, including travel writing, photo-narratives, life-writing, and eco-literature, and reveals a
common interest in communitarianism that crosses the boundaries of the US South and regionalism, moving past
ideas about the culture of poverty to examine the economics of poverty. Included are critical examinations of the
writings of southern writers such as Dorothy Allison, Rick Bragg, Barbara Kingsolver, Tim McLaurin, Toni
Morrison, and Ann Pancake. Poverty Politics includes critical engagement with identity politics as well as
reflections on issues including Hurricane Katrina, the 2008 financial crisis, and mountaintop removal. Robertson
interrogates the presumed opposition between the Global North and the Global South and engages with
microregions through case studies on Appalachian photo-narratives and eco-literature. Importantly, she focuses
not merely on representations of southern poor whites, but also on writing that calls for alternative ways of
reconceptualizing not just the poor, but societal measures of time, value, and worth.
Cottonmouths Univ of South Carolina Press
Challenges conventional views about standardized testing to argue that success is more determined by self-
discipline, and describes the work of pioneering researchers and educators who have enabled effective
new teaching methods.
The Mulching of America Harper Collins
A small Georgia town, filled with a curious assortment of losers, anticipates the promise of bizarre new possibilities
with the upcoming rattlesnake hunt
Esperanto for Beginners Anchor
Presents an anthology of short fiction focusing on the gritty side of life in the South.
Gods of Howl Mountain Little, Brown
"Bibliographical notes": pages 206-[207] Foreword.--Introduction: The vagabond element in
modern literature--I. William Hazlitt.--II. Thomas De Quincey.--III. George Borrow.--IV.
Henry D. Thoreau.--V. Robert Louis Stevenson.--VI. Richard Jefferies.--VII. Walt Whitman.
Mississippi Noir Simon and Schuster
When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, 11-year-old Salva becomes separated from his family and
must walk with other Dinka tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia and Kenya in search of safe haven.
Based on the life of Salva Dut, who, after emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig water wells in
Sudan. By a Newbery Medal-winning author.
Hard Cash Valley Twelve
The author of two acclaimed novels, The Acorn Plan and Woodrow's Trumpet, now gives us his first nonfiction
book. Beautifully written, it is an affecting memoir of his hardscrabble life in the rural South, his coming-of-age as
a novelist, and his struggle with a life-threatening disease.
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